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FiCAS trades the top 15 digital assets by market cap and USD, CHF, and EUR, with the purpose of increasing the Net Asset Value of ETP
“15 FiCAS Active Crypto ETP” issued by Bitcoin Capital AG. The investment style is discretionary, with no use of derivatives.

• Market review: The month of September is turning out to be the weakest September for the stock market since 2008. At the given time, Bitcoin could manage 
to hold it’s $18k price level and outperformed major global indices. Ethereum’s major update has successfully deployed but the market reacted with the classical 
“sell the news” phenomenon reinforced by regulatory allusions regarding the classification of Ethereum as a security in the US going forward. The Nasdaq was 
down 9.1% and the Dow was down 8.3% which has had a corresponding impact on the crypto markets. In early September, the Fed announced a rate hike to 
0.75% to curb inflation and reduce unemployment. Unfortunately, the Fed did not succeed as desired, which caused investors to worry about further rate hikes, 
that could lead to more sell-offs.

• Performance: In September, BTCA slightly underperformed Bitcoin after two consecutive months of better performance than Bitcoin. In return, BTCA achieved 
lower volatility due to allocations to Bitcoin, Ethereum and US dollar. Given the uncertain market conditions, we will continue to pursue a dynamic allocation while 
maintaining a cash position.

• Outlook: We expect volatility and uncertainty among investors to continue. This is due in particular to the war in Ukraine and the question of the use of nuclear 
weapons. Geopolitical tensions and supply/demand imbalance are still in play and issues related to energy supply will be a significant risk factor for upcoming 
months. Our strategy will be remaining conservative for this quarter while slowly purchasing into the tactical assets in the levels that haven’t been seen in months.

FiCAS Commentary15 FiCAS Active Crypto ETP 
issued by Bitcoin Capital AG

NAV: 86.03 CHF 
(30 September 2022)

Absolute Return (%) of 15 FiCAS Active Crypto ETP (net of fees) 

Performance and Risk Metrics of 15 FiCAS Active Crypto ETP (net of fees), bitcoin and a customised benchmark of traditional indices

* Source: Cryptocompare.com
** Source: Coingecko.com
*** The Customized Benchmark is the equally-weighted average of the following indices: SMI, EU50, SP500, XAU (Gold), WTI (Crude Oil) and DJUSRE (Dow Jones Real Estate)
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-2.17%
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-8.46%

-0.63

-0.16
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-0.81
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66.19%
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Disclaimer and Disclosure:

This monthly performance report is advertisement for the “15 FiCAS Active Crypto ETP” (hereinafter “the ETP”), a financial instrument whose prospectus and KIID can be retrieved on the 

following webpage: https://bitcoincapital.com/en/products/. FiCAS AG acts as manager of the ETP” that is issued by Bitcoin Capital AG, a company fully owned by FiCAS AG, and publishes 

this monthly performance report for information purposes only. This document is not intended as an offer or solicitation to purchase or sale the ETP or any securities, funds, structured products 

or any other investment products. Nothing herein constitutes investment, legal, accounting or tax advice or a representation that any investment product is suitable for or appropriate to your 

investment objectives, financial situation and particular needs, or otherwise constitutes a personal recommendation to you. This monthly performance report does not purport to identify or 

suggest all the risks or material considerations which may be associated with the ETP or any investment product. If you are in doubt as to any information in respect of any investment product, 

please consult your own financial, legal and/or tax advisers. Any individual interested in investing in the ETP should read the prospectus [http://www.bitcoincapital.com/prospect], the relevant 

final terms [www.bitcoincapital.com/finalterms] and the key information document [https://bitcoincapital.com/kid] before making an investment decision in order to understand the potential risks 

and rewards associated with such decision to invest in the securities. The approval of the prospectus by the competent supervisory authority should not be understood as its endorsement of 

the securities offered or admitted to trading on a regulated market. Any assumptions, data, projections, forecasts or estimates published in the monthly performance report are forward looking 

statements and based upon information furnished to FiCAS AG or publicly available information and reflect subjective estimates and assumptions concerning circumstances and events that 

have not yet taken place. Accordingly, there can be no assurance or guarantee that any projected or forecasted results will be attained. Actual results may vary from such projections and 

forecasts. Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future performance, and such variations may be material. While based on the information believed to be reliable, this monthly 

performance report and its contents are provided on an “as is” basis. FiCAS AG doesn’t make any representation or warranty as to the accuracy or completeness of the information in this 

monthly performance report. Information in this monthly performance report is confidential. Distribution of this monthly performance report to any person other than the original recipient is 

prohibited. FiCAS AG, as manager of the ETP, and its affiliates, connected or related corporations, directors and/or employees may have an interest in the investment product, including without 

limitation, in relation to the marketing, dealing, holding, performing financial or advisory services, acting as a manager or co-manager of private offering. This monthly performance report may 

only be distributed in countries where its distribution is legally permitted.
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